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Revised and updated, Karen Bussenâ€™s bestselling Simple Stunning Wedding Organizer is filled

with invaluable insight, planning tools, and tips. This orgaÂnizer leads couples through the whole

process, helping them create a tension-free wedding for any taste, location, or budget. Six tabbed

sections, six large pockets, and two sheets of business card holders give brides a place to neatly

stash every kind of information, sample, or swatch. With an elegant new design, this binder will

undoubtedly remain a keepsake long after the last thank-you note has been checked off the list.
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I made the mistake of not looking at the product dimensions before purchasing. While it is an

adorable organizer, I think the pages are only like 8 x 8....so it's not going to be able to hold copies

of contracts and catering menus like I expected without folding them up. Still a great little planner,

but if you planned on sticking a lot of full size paper in there like I did - maybe consider if this will

meet your needs or not.

This is a very nice, well organized planner; however, I have 2 (cosmetic) issues with it. 1. It's not full

paper sized so I have to fold anything I'm going to put in it (somewhat my fault since I didn't check

the dimensions) 2. The label on the front is actually part of the cover instead of a removable label,

making the book seem a little cheap looking.Even with these issues I'd still recommend it to anyone

planning a wedding.



I purchased this organizer for a friend of mine when she got engaged - I liked this one over others

because it had blank pages to sketch out ideas (she is quite artistic) and included a lot of great

organizer materials to keep her on track for her wedding planning. She told me how much she

appreciated it - keeping everything in one place was great!

I love, love, love this book! I bought two to try and this one was the clear winner. The pockets are

great for keeping things. It would make sense if they were big enough to fit 81/2 x 11 pages, but I

like that its not too big, so I just fold my documents and keep it moving. Lots of great ideas and tips

but most of all I love the layout. Its great for keeping track of all of my invitations, wedding party,

vendors, ideas and designs. Highly recommend it.

I planned a destination wedding for 40 guest in Jamaica and I found this book very helpful with

budgeting and keeping track of all the to do's in one neat book. the clear pockets were very helpful

for storing receipts. This books makes life easier for eventhe unorganized bride

If you buy this only for the "couple style questionnaire" and "priorities list" on the first few pages,

you've gotten your money's worth! The first thing we did when we started planning was fill out these

questionnaires (together!), and we referred to it throughout the planning process. It really kept us on

track! Many other aspects of the book were really helpful as well! The organization of the book

helped us understand in what order and when things needed to be done. The only criticism I have is

that I don't think anyone is going to hand-write all their guests' information in a book these days, and

there is a large section for that. Overall, it was a life-saver! My best friend bought this for me, and

I'm now buying one for a good friend who just got engaged!

I got this wedding planner for my sister when she got engaged, and it has already been very helpful!

We will not be using everything contained in this planner, since it seems geared toward a wedding

with a larger budget than my sisters', but it asks a lot of good questions and gives you a great place

to start with the wedding planning!I'm glad I got this, and I would do it again.

I have a wedding planner because he is in my fiances family but I still decided to order this book as

a keepsake and write down all our ideas and planing. I know I will enjoy looking back at it later. Its a

nice quality. I like the 3 ring binder so you can take out or re arrange the items inside.
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